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THE COURTS AND THE PRESS.
Judge Orrin N. Carter of the Illi-

nois supreme court was fair to both
the courts and the press in his ad-
dress to the Chicago Press club. He
said:

"An honest, independent and intel-
ligent court will win its way to public
confidence, in spite of newspaper
paragraphs, however pointed may be
their wit or satire, and its dignity will
suffer less by passing them unnoticed
than by arraigning the perpetrators,
trying them in a summary way and
punishing them by the judgment of
the offended party."

And he quoted the language of the
Illinois supreme court as follows:

"Respect to courts cannot be. com-
pelled; it is the voluntary tribute of
the public to worth, virtue and intel-
ligence, and whilst they .are found
upon the judgment seat, so long and
no longer will they retain the public
confidence.

"Power to punish for contempt Is,
at best, an arbitrary power, and
should be exercised on the preserva-
tive principle only, and not on the
vindictive. It is not a jewel of the
court, to be admired and prized, but
a rod, rather, and most potent when
rarely used."

The attitude of Judge Carter and
that of some judge who, narrow-mindedl- y,

aims to compel respect by
frequent citations for contempt, is 1

the difference between a big man and
a little man both being on the
bench.

Judge Carter is big enough and
judge enough to know that the news-
paper which falsely accuses an up-
right judge loses in the play for pub-

lic approval; and that respect is the
voluntary tribute of the public to
worth, virtue and intelligence and
that while these are on the judgment
seat "so long and no longer" will
courts retain the public confidence.

The newspaper editor who knows
his public must know, too, that re-
spect for a newspaper must be the
voluntary tribute of the public to
worth, virtue and intelligence, and
that the newspaper will not long hold
public confidence when these attri-
butes are gone- - from the editorial
sanctum.

The sanity of the crowd is saner
than the genius of its most brilliant
member, and the crowd especially
in this democracy seldom misunder-
stands for long its man, be he judge
"or'editor. The man who in either po
sition of trust honestly tries to do
right and bothers little with unjust
criticism will gain the laurel wreath
from the crowd. Somehow the peo-
ple see and understand more of the
motives of public men than they are
given credit for seeing.

Neither a crooked judge nor a
crooked editor can fool all, of the peo-
ple all the time. Nor can a just judge
or a just editor be swerved from his
just purpose by unfriendly criticism
or by citations for contempt

Both are public servants and in the
long run the servants who are faith-
ful servants will win public approval
and respect. Contempt is not in the
public mind for either of them at the
outset. It must start in the mind of
the man who Inspires it in others. If
he be contemptible he will inspire
contempt. If he be respectable he
will command respect.

After all, it depends upon the kind
of MAN the judge or editor happens
to be. A mouse, can't roar himself


